
SOME DANGERS INHERANT IN MY POSITION 

Skilled and self-respecting peasants at the harvest, children entranced at the story telling of the 

harvest home!  Values!  The gift of harvest - the vintage - value of work - money a useful tool 

for exchanging the values of work and resources.  “With usury hath no man a house of good 

stone.  With usury hath no man a painted paradise on his church wall.........” (Ezra Pound 

Cantos) 

And that is my position, that of much of the modern green movement and that of the older: 

Eric Gill, William Morris, G K Chesterton, then further back to William Blake, the Ancients 

and Samuel Palmer, S T Coleridge (Pantisocracy), Oliver Goldsmith, even the republican 

Samuel Johnson and further - the ruralists, Robert Herrick, Isaac Walton and further still, W. 

Shakespeare and Michael Drayton babbling of green fields, then the shepherd’s cults of Virgil’s 

innocence, Philip Sydney, Thomas Wyatt and then..... Virgil himself...... Of course you can 

both expand and intensify my parochial list.  It was also the position of Adolf Hitler. 

Commons of soil have sometimes been distorted into blood and soil.  But soil sees races come 

and go.  It will remain after Celtic, Arian, dark or flaxen-haired humanity departs.  Only 

humanity needs to define her commons, but all species share commons of sea and soil. 

The application of ideas to living, half-obscure and unpredictable systems has been the failure 

of fascism, communism and capitalism.  All three have disrupted complex evolved 

communities and all three have murdered, starved and enslaved millions (even billions) in 

pursuit of their ends, which may have been the replication of a concept for making the world 

a better place.  Indeed all three are forms of socialism, in which inherited or military powers 

are overturned and common justice returned.  Just as ideas can devise tools for the better use 

of resources, so ideas can assist social processes.  However applied, apparently perfected ideas 

cannot replace either resources or social systems. 

If we consider the masses of death and destruction there is little to choose between 

applications of those three political ideologies.  They present similar symptoms of obsession, 

paranoia and – well I’ll let others define the various psychoses.  Free market fanatics will 

refuse association with psychopathic Stalin and Hitler – who may well not be psychopathic – 

but bearers of obsessions more pressing than reality, humanity and humane behaviour. 

The liberal democracy which is currently bullying the world is certainly born of an obsession 

stronger than reality, humanity and humane behaviour.  Tony Blair and David Cameron 

cannot be directly compared to Stalin and Hitler (well I would not dare).  However, in their 

pursuit of a realised ideal in spite of evident reality they are the same.  Blair and Cameron 

have been freed from historical and ethical restraints, since they think (fervently believe?) the 

ends they pursue are to the eventual benefit of all and that they possess ballot box mandates 

to achieve them.  In the process they became/and have become both unrealistic and 

inhumane.  The eventuality is a fixated idea. 

The Twentieth and Twenty First Centuries have witnesses the shedding of historical restraints 

and with them an unprecedented shedding of blood.  Millions of fossil summers have made 

each living and singular summer an enfeebled irrelevance as it passes in sequence and into 

history.  Those who may regret the unnoticed passing of seasons have been thought nostalgic, 

or ruralist.  Those who mention primary subjection to simple laws of physics and biology are 

labelled un-progressive, since the Future will achieve less sordid laws. 



Here’s a thought: what we are to face in climate change and the end of oil may not eclipse 

the terrors we have inflicted on each other over the last century 

Carl Marx and Adam Smith considered the same problems: injustices of distribution and 

means of production.  They arrived at different solutions to the same ends.  Carl would 

remove inefficient and greedy hierarchies to allow the dexterity and ingenuity of the skilled to 

prosper by common labours and common organisation. 

Adam would remove cumbersome trade blocks and the stupidity of Kings by trading the 

ingenuities generated from specific terrains.  Both assume ingenious cultures specific to history 

and terrain.  Carl assumed common empathies and so cohesions of labour, which might rise 

beneath and shrug off the tyrannies of power, while Adam assumed that vernacular dexterity 

would remove the authoritarian stupidity of nation states by natural laws of advantage.  (He 

undermines the stupidity but not the state) 

How different their humane ideas have become in the hands of fanatics.  What were literary 

essays have become political manifestos for the grudges of history to find means to 

retribution. 

“Convivially used procedure guarantees that an institutional revolution will remain a tool 

whose goals emerge as they are enacted; the conscious use of procedure in a continually anti-

bureaucratic sense is the only possible protection against the revolution itself becoming an 

institution.”  (Ivan again in Tools for Conviviality) 

As Ivan says we must keep in mind (to reason) that cultures (civilisation) are methods of 

settlement.  They are not states to which we aspire, or ideals to hold us firm through a 

transitionary suffering.  Likewise since cultures grow citizen by citizen, if citizens do not 

control their tools, then the culture becomes removed from those who don’t to those who 

do.  Those who do control tools then distribute education, bread and circuses to the rest.  

The demand for the supply of education is for a ladder to the hierarchy and for an escape 

from servitude.  The demand for such education gives the hierarchy consent.  The polis relies 

on the bread, is comforted by the circus and moreover becomes grateful for the ladder to the 

élite. 

Those who’d argue for greater social mobility, for instance, approve the system through 

which we rise.  Inequality is essential to it. 

Grateful (to progress?), unhappy, powerless and unsure of the reason, our liberal democrat 

can select from two or three packaged hierarchies at the ballot box, which promise education. 

medication, policing and so on in varying ways.  All packages keep tools to themselves. 

Afghanistan and Iraq have seen the application of Liberal Democracy, not as a method or tool 

as it was enacted, but as a stranger’s puritan flag to justify quite other tools, such as Tornado 

jets, blanket slaughter, intellectual property, expensive money and in return unvalued 

(actually disvalued) primary resources, or where resources are absent – open borders for 

pipelines and transport. 

Whenever something is striking, just, or true, some fanatic will strive to impose it on others.  

As W B Yeats said (sandwiched in sanity) between the two brutal world wars - And the worst 

are full of passionate intensity. 



As I hoe my carrot crop, can David Cameron transfer his technology to my rhythmic hands?  

He can, says liberal democracy because it will be better for me in the end.  The soil and the 

billions of interesting creatures in just a teaspoon of it, the symbiotic growth of plants and the 

weather are better managed by those who are certified and educated to know how. 

In refusing his prescription and in keeping tools to ourselves we keep self-worth, happiness 

(which includes sadness) and the means to build the commons specific to the evolution of our 

particular soils.  Mine is the compass of man-hours and a small imprint in the passage of 

history that carries me, my neighbours and the times into the capable arms of our children.  

The sequences of decay and renewal are inevitable.  In what age but modernity’s would it 

have been necessary to say such things?  But modernity has been riding a flood of millions of 

fossilised years released through the sluices of a few decades.  The idea grew with a passionate 

intensity that modernity’s technology had powered that flood.  But the technologies are 

unique to oil.  What will the knowledge economist do with dwindling, silted meanders of oil 

and then dry river beds?  Can any of oil’s technologies be transferred? 

There is another danger, which may eclipse all the dangers inherent in my position.  It is that 

of Climate Change.  Those who attempt to change institutions from within, most notably and 

ably represented by George Monbiot may buy some time for the establishment of more 

durable institutions.  Changing the means to power generation for what remains an 

impossible way of life may yet make climatic balance more attainable for a still unrealised, 

though possible way of life to come. 

In spite of the unsustainable consumption to which Northern societies have become addicted, 

changing the means of power-generation from bio mass, oil seeds and fossil fuels is urgent if 

we are to have any way of life at all.  Changing a little may buy a little more time, even 

though changing levels of consumption are resisted. 

So even though the tools for large scale energy generation are far from my hands and also in 

the very few hands which have previously controlled oil (nuclear stations are built and 

maintained by oil). I must approve the shift from bio mass and fossil bio mass to a 

combination of large-scale wind, large scale solar (Southern Europe, Africa), some hydro/tidal 

and also nuclear power generation. 

We are in deep shit and so begin with bad choices.  It is important to keep in mind that they 

remain bad choices – rocks and hard places.  The few hands which undoubtedly have control 

of the energies which drive our economies are not to be trusted.  Sense, dexterity, ingenuity 

and laws of physics have no part in their decision-making. 

I continue to maintain that we cannot be happy, observant, or inventive until tools return to 

many hands and that this will happen naturally if we avert (and if we don’t) Climate Change.  

My friends and I are incapable (without oil power) of maintaining very large power stations.  

Nuclear power is only an option because consensus for a reasonable way of living may arrive 

too late.  I am not interested in a presentation of figures gathered for the convenience of my 

arguments.  I have never managed a nuclear power station and so cannot speak of one – I 

can only say that its management is beyond me, David Cameron, or George Monbiot.  I can 

speak with authority of growing bio mass for combustion because I am farmer who cannot 

grow Willow or Miscanthus on a diet of gas and ashes.  Protein (life) must be returned to the 

soil, to grow next season’s crops. 

Pragmatism is woven in the fabric of any true moral philosophy and though I cannot approve 

the levels of consumption which large scale “renewables” endorse, yet I must accept that the 



switch from burning both living bio mass and fossil bio mass to nuclear, wind, sun and water 

may delay the tipping of climatic balances towards inexorable warming.  We are in the mire 

and the way out is not to deny the mire, but to wade through.  On the other side those large 

scale systems will be anachronistic. 

My argument with “The Powers” is futile for I can have no credence in a powerful world, but 

George Monbiot has some weight – often from the front page of the Guardian news paper.  

George is fully aware that in such world there can be no truth, nor physical or moral law and 

I applaud him for his adventures there.  I think he will be shoulder to shoulder if declining 

energy supplies at last make the world a better place.  I have not observed the change in him 

which is apparent in some of our NGOs (Soil Association, Sustain & so on) in becoming what 

they once opposed.  Bravo George!  For refuting in action what I still hold dear and still hold 

true. – but there are many mansions. 

 

 


